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Rush parties to be 'dampened'
Trevor Colbourn
And the approval i~ only tentative
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
until fraternity· members attend a
seminar on the legal liabilities of
· Spring fraternity rush parties at fraternities when serving alcohol,
UCF will return to serving alcohol said Charlotte Breed, assistant dean
after surviving the fall semester's dry of students. The seminar will feature
rush.
Dr. Ed Hammond, the dean of stuAccording to Mike McFadden, dent affairs at the University of
Inter-Fraternity Council presid.ent, Louisville, who will cite court cases
the division of student affairs has brought against fraternities and how
given tentative approval for a the rulings are going, Breed said.
"damp" rush. It is beirig termed
The main goal of the seminar,
damp because only two out of five Breed said, "is to get the fraternities
nights of rush will be allotted. for well educated in what they face and in
overall alcohol use."
alcohol.
F'~n1J approval is up to President ·
"We are not trying to prevent
by Debbie Dent

drinking but to help students do it don't know.''
responsibly," Breed said. She also
A dry rush is a tough environment
stressed that the final decision is up when you are talking to someone new
to the individual fraternities.
and you are trying to sell your frater''It (dry rush) was kind of a farce nity, McFadden said. Freshmen
last year because people went out always come to the parties because
drinking beforehand,'' McFadden they are curious, but the older
said.
transfer students have to have incenThe dry rush has the benefits of tive, like alcohol.
having less legal liability and less
Rl}sh week will kick off on Jan. 7
people getting drunk and losing con- with an informative meeting.
trol, McFadden said.
Wednesday and Thursday nights will
The benefits of a wet rush, McFad- · remain dry with alcohol available onden believes, are that they attract ly on the final two nights. McFadden
more transfer students as well as pro- said.
viding "environments more conducive to rushing people that you
SEE RUSH, PAGE 6

Your paper
is growing
with UCF
The Central Florida
Future's editor in chief, Mike
Rhodes, announced Monday
that
UCF's
campus
news per is making plans to
publish twice a week beginn. ing next semester.
"So much happens at UCF
that it's difficult to get important news to students in a
timely manner," Rhodes said.
"Publishing twice weekly is a
step towards better answering that need."

pa

He added that it is likely
the paper will come out on
Tuesdays and Thursdays during the regu1ar school year,
and weekly during the summer.
UCF is one of the largest
universities in the countr)
without at least a twiceweekly paper. Some schools
of similar size publish daily
newspapers.

Theresa Altomare/Central Aor1do Future .

Quadrangle bringing more
business, traffic to UCF area
by Veronica Edwards

In fad, the three schools of
the nine-member State
University System larger
t.han UCF-Florida, South
Florida and Florida Staie-all
have
daily
campus
newspapPrs. ·
Tlw paper's dC'<.:ision lo
print twice a week is pending
final approval of the university's Board of Publications,
which ovprsPes all siudent:'uhlished journals. The board
i~ made up of students. facul: ~- and administ raiors.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

As anticipated by Southeastern Investment Propertie~. Inc. (SIP), the
Quadrangle office park development
near UCF is progressing as planned.
The Quadrangle is a 463-acre office
park for business and commercial
development and regional and national
headquarters.
"We presently have sold two sites,"
SIP realtor Karen Baldwin said. "By
the end of December, two additional
si Les will be sold.··.
Sold are 65,000 square feet for

Tektronix and a 74,000 square foot office building called the Paladium.
"SIP is presently negotiating with
several other buyers, but no contracts
have been signed yet," Baldwin said.
The two pending purchases .are the
Quadrangle Holiday Inn and the
University Shoppes. If purchased the
hotel will be an "upper-end
businessmen's hotel" Baldwin said.
The rooms will be larger than standard hotel rooms. and equipped for
business travelers. The University
Shoppes will house specialty commercial shoppes and take up 104,000
square feet.
Shell Oil Co., developers of the

Quadrangle, picked the area near UCF
for their development for several
reasons.
Studies in recent years indicate that
the area is rapidly growing in business
and employees generally agree to
relocating to the Central Florida area.
Also the "right to work laws,.
cooperative governments, personal
taxes and excellent improving
transportation network'' added to Central Florida· s selection, according to
Baldwin.
The development is located on
Alafaya Trail and University

~wscli~

The State of.
Collegiate Sports
Spe;'. ;OI repr-.r~
A in-de~,·t , : Ji :"Jt what's 1n store for the future of UCF
nlhle 11c1; lnsi<>

SEE QUADRANGLE, PAGE 5

Discoveries
Opinim
Basketball
After months of deiu'ys
it's finally here.

report~·--.·

Read about how UCF
basket ball fared this week.
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If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T's 60%and 40%discounts,
it would have been a terrible ·
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And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from llpm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
·state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AThT. Because
with AThT's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.

fl

•

Reach out and touch someone~

ATs.T

The right choice.
© 1985 AT&T Communications
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The dash is on
for finals week

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Krys Fluker

.,

•
•

•

With the end of the
semester in sight, many campus facilities and services are
becoming overloaded. Most
places are feeling the pinch as
students rush to complete
projects at the last minute.
One of the busiest places on
campus is the "in~tructional
resources department, which
houses both the videotape lab
and
the
audiovisual/classroom support divisions. Jim Mauk, an
audiovisual technician in the
lab, says they have not had a
rush on rP.sources.

materials manager, says he's
been swamped.
''A lot of R/TV students are
popping up out of nowhere,"
he said .. "It's getting worse."
As projects for radio/television classes come due, there
has been an increased demand
for equipment. "We're trying
to get things wrapped up that
have been backed up all
semester," said David
Rutherford, associate director
of instructional resources.
"And
then
there's
inventory."
He said that he does not
want to schedule signup
times for the labs. "If we had
students backed up to the
door, I'm sure the university

"A lot of R/TV students are
popping up. out of nowhere. It's
gett.ing worse.".
·Tony Figueroa
audio·visual materials manager
· "It (attendence) will probably remain about the same
for the next week. .. until finals
week. I suspect that it will
double then,'' Mauk said,
''People wait for an exam and
then cram.''
He said there are no plans
to extend the lab hours for
finals week, citing a lacR of
staff.
Tony Figueroa, audio visual

would find extra space,''
Rutherford said.
"Where a real problem exists, there's usually a solution
somewhere. The university's
not as broke as it says it is."
Figueroa says that there is
a definite lack of R/TV equipment. "There's been very little equipment increase and
SEE END, PAGE 5

Lori Farber/Central Florida Future

The soon-to-be-completed University Pavillion under construction at the Research Park.

Research Park growth better
than -expected, officials say
by Eddie Gorak
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Over the past two years the Cental Florida
Research Park adjacent to UCF has outperformed all of its developer's expectations
for growth, according to Pa trick Vaughn,
director of marketing for the research park.
"The response and the interest that has
been generated from the research park is
unbelievable. We are ahead of our construction schedule by at least a year and a half,"
Vaughn said.
So far, out of 1400 acres, 325 have been
developed and over 400 people are employed
in the research park. It has been estimated
that by the year 2005 nearly 17 ,000 people

will be involved in the research park.
To accomodate all of the new industries
moving into the research park, Phase 2 has
been opened ahead of schedule with the completion of Technological Drive, adding 74
more acres that can be developed for future
use.
By early 1986, ground breaking for a Marriott Hotel will get under way. This Marriott
will be designed along the lines of the Airport
Marriott with many conference rooms to
cater to the business clientel of the research
park.
According to Vaughn, the main reason for
the park's rapid and successful growth is the
relationship that UCF has with technology
and business in general.
SEE PARK, PAGE 7

. It's absolutely, positively official: Kiosk is open
p

by Debbie Deni
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Pt1oto David 81 lie

Student body President John Gill and fom er
presidents John Sowinski and "Tica" Perez cut the
ribbon at last week's grand ope:)ing of the Kiosk.

1'hree past student body presidents were on campus last week to celebrate the long awaited grand
opening of the student government Kiosk.
"We have a lot of high hopes for this thing," student body President John Gill said. Besides selling
discounted tickets, distributing phone books, and
selling expressway tokens, Gill said the Kiosk soon
may be renting VCRs.
''Kiosk means 'palace' in Persian,'' Gill said. The
kiosk, however, is far from a palace. Gill hopes the
facilities will be used to its potential by assisting
students with campus serviCes.
· Refering to the amount of time it took for the
Kiosk to be. reconstructed, "I would like to congratulate student government for staying with it,"
said Dr. William R. Brown, dean of students.
"Having the three student government
presidents at the ceremony is symbolic of the kind

of work that student government can carry over,"
Brown said.
· This process was a "real outreach from student
government,'' Brown said. In accepting the Kiosk,
he hopes the university will "use it, care for it, and
help to carry those services forward."
President Trevor Colbourn accepted the Kiosk on
behalf of the university and said he was pleased to
see the three student government presidents who
worked on the devel_opment of the building.
Gill was joined by 1982-83 president Hector A.
''Ti co'' Perez and 1984-85 president John G. Sowinski in cutting the red ribbon that surrounded the
Kiosk. Each man had a pair of scissors and
simultaneously cut the ribbon to officially open the
the student government information Kiosk.
Festivities continued with the serving of cake
and punch. One cake was decorated with a small tin
foil rendition of the Kiosk. As the ceremony ended,
several students were using the facilities to purchase discount tickets and expressway tokens.
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LOST AND FOUND
· There will be an auction of
1mclaimed items on the Student Center Green Dec. 9
from noon to 2 p.m. Items to
1 ~,.
auctiom'd include brief
ca::.es, clothing, books,
('a; · ilators and jewelry. Any
questions, call Susan Boule
at 27!)-2070.
FROM All OVER
v- F(lnwr Ohio Si ~•Le student
Larry J. Fbus~ has sued
osu· for~ l ;H) • 11'1. claiming a

foreign-born grad assistant
wrongly accused him of
cheating after he complained o'f difficulty in understanding the instructor in class.
Elsass is asking another
$1 :30,000 from Ai Chu Seah.
t.he grad assistant.
v Six Harvard freshmen set"
up "Sperm Busters" as a
condom delivery service to
students "in need of contraceptives" in hurry .
But Harvard busted the
group. citing a rule pro-

hibiting student businesses
being run from dorms.
v- Police arrested 26 University of Michigan protestors
of Central Intelligence
Agency recruiters, but
University .of Colorado
President E. Gordon Gee
refused to bar CIA
recruiters from campus.
v- Six of every ten of this
year· s college freshmen have
tried some sort of illicit
drug, and cocaine use seems
to he rising, the University

of Michigan's Institute for
Social Research Reports.

MORE FREE MONEY
The Florida Bar is offering
two $2,000 scholarships to
student journalists, print
and broadc: ~st For details,
contact thP F'lwida Bar at
(904)

222-5~~6.

ARK EXPERT
Professor Eric Myers, an
expert on biblical archeology
from Duke University, will

hold a seminar today at 11
a .m. for faculty, students
and interested members of
the community in the dean's
conference room of HF A.
The topic will be ''Archeology and the Study of
Biblical History."
Myers' appearance is
sponsored by the Judaic
studies program.
Items for Newsclips should
be typed and submitted one
week prior to p~blication.
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Few opt for study abroad ·
·by Rose M. Burns
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Only one of the over 15,000 students at
UCF is a foreign exchange student. Next
year, according to Dr. Joan Johnson-Freese,
there is a strong possibility UCF will have no
exchange students.
Johnson-Freese, director of the International Studies Center at UCF, is the liaison
between students and the foreign university
participating in the program. She said only
one UCF student has shown interest in the
program this year.
A big part of the problem is language. The
current exchange program at · UCF is in
cooperation with the Institut National Des
Sciences Appliquees de Lyon, a premier
engineering and technical school in Lyon,
France. Courses available there focus
primarily on engineering, computer science
and math.
"Once students know they have to be
fluent in French or be willing to make the
commitment to learn French, it drops a lot of
interest." Johnson-Freese said.
Mark Gorell, a 27-year-old mechanical
engineering major, is the first UCF student
to enroll in the program.
Gorell prepared for the program by
undergoing several weeks of intensive French
training. Johnson-Freese, who receives
reports of Gorell's progress, said in addition

to doing quite well in his studies, Gorell is a
member of the school's rugby team.
Gorell's exchange partner is Jean-Phillipe .
Azoulay, 22, also a mechanical engineering
student, from Perpignon, France. He was one
out of six students chosen for the exchange
program. In all, there were some fifty applicants from his school.
"All of the _.exchange students from my
school were very glad to have made the program," Azoulay said. "I think I've been very,
very lucky to have come here.''
Three weeks after the Fall semester began,
Azoulay joined Kappa Sigma fraternity.
''It's helped me to meet people more
easily," he said.
Besides fraternity activities, Azoulay likes
to visit the beach and the movies. But with
four engineering courses, and English composition class and a part-time job, Azoulay
does not have a lot of spare time.
Yet even with his busy schedule, Azoulay
considers ~he experience he has gained from
the exchange program invaluable. He hopes
more American students take the chance to
exchange cultures with students in his country by participating in the program.
UCF can send up to two students a year to
the Lyon school. Anyone interested should
contact Dr. Johnson-Freese at 275-2608.
"Right now we only have one person interested and I'm not real sure how seriously
that person is interested," Johnson-Freese
said.

ho! ho! ho!
Tis the season for Mistletoe Messages.
$1.00 each.

(ientJe 'Dental
SCOTT EBNER D.D.S.
4063 N. GOLDENROD RD.
WINTER PARK

677·8888

Officer Training School
What's In It For You?
Air Force Officer Training School has a lot to
offer you. Completing this three-month school
could be the first step toward a challenging and
rewarding career. We offer a good starting salary
... an opportunity (for those with special qualifications) to do graduate work at little or no cost...
complete medical and dental care ...30 days of
vacation with pay each year.. .low cost life insurance ... and much, much more. We also offer you
experience ...Air Force experience. It all adds up to
one of the finest opportunities available to young
men and women today. Find out more about Air
Force Officer Training School and what it can
mean for you and your country.
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Contact: TSgt Dave Norris, 4640 S.
Orange Blossom, RM 408, Orlando, FL 32809,
Phone: 305-420-6069.

- Stop by The Central Florida Future before fri.day
at 5:00 to place your message.
•
PHONE:

67SPORT

i---

UNIVERSITY BLVD.

Wlnn j

1.Dixie
HWY50

· EAST/WEST EXPRESS

FREE SW.EATSHIRT!
With minimum $20.00 purchase

FROM
$19.99

• UCF Swe.at Shirts $9.99
• NIKE Warmups
drastically reduced
• Sweat shirts and pants
2 for $12.99
·

•

nczczbo
·k~
.
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FROM

•

$24.99

OEtonic
>~BRIO/II
BROOKS SHOE, INC., '

Triathlon Wear
Aerobic Wear
Athletic .Wear
Footwear
For People Who Care

•

•
•

-
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HAVE YOU HUGGED A
SNOW~AN TODAY?
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the computer center. "The Sunday. The PC labs are open
mainframe lab is usually from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.
"We do get people . in at 2
packed but there's usually a
terminal available. The PC a.m. " Edidon said.
computer)
The typing room in the stulots of equipment being taken (personal
out to where it doesn't labs-well, that depends on dent center is another center
belong," he said. "We get whether or not there's a pro- of activity, but Ethel-Rae
recorders back with sand in . ject due the next day," he Jones, student government
them.''
He agrees with said. "Next week that will not secretary, said that waiting
times have not been excessive
Rutherford that R/TV be true."
Timing can be important in or unusual.
students are losing time to
"It can be anywhere from
people who take out the getting a terminal. Edidon
equipment for other purposes, suggests very early morning five minutes to an hour. If
such as the UCF News pro- or late at night. "8 a.m is . you get a slow typist in there
usually okay, but by 9 it's with a long term paper, they
gram.
Another area that is pretty busy," he said. "Din- could tie up a machine for
notorious for long waiting ner times are also good, or three hours or more," Jones
times is the computer center. after midnight.'' He said that said.
She said that usage of the
"We're pretty well the mainframe labs are open
saturated," said Jamie 24 hours a day, except from typewriters will increase with
Brliclon who is lab manager in rnirlnight Saturday to 8 a.m. the end of the semester.

QUADRANGLE
FROM PAGE 1

LOOKING FOR THE
PERFECT GIFT?

Boulevard. The office park will add to the
area's economy, and aslo to the existing traffic problem around UCF.
To curtail the problem, · state ·Representatives Rich Crotty, Fran Carlton and Bud

H you could buy time, this is
the closest you'11 ever get An
IBM Personal Computer can
polish and fine tune your output.
As the quality of your time goes
up - your commitment of time
decreases. It will allow you to
go home· for the holidays·- guilt
free. That's a real gift!

COMPUTER STORE
\Jniversity of Central Florida
PC Software and Supplies
IBM PC Sales and Service
Computer Center II, RM 101
. 281-5603

Gardner hope to receive money from the
Economic Development Transportation fund
which is given to the state Dep~rtment of.
Commerce by the Legislature to promote
businesses to move to Florida.
University Boulevard carries 40 percent
more cars than it is designed to. Orange
County plans to spend $15 million to widen
part of it to four lanes in the next two years.

fis' the season for Mistletoe
- ·Messsages. Stop ·by The Central
Florida Future·pffice, by Friday,
to get yours for only Sl .0011111
HO! HO! HO! HO! HO! HO! HO!

. Store Hours: Monday · Friday
9:00 am · Noon cind 1:00 pm · 3:00 pm

BEAT THE CLOCK
. MONDAY .
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
· 1·2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY .
GENTLEMAN'S
NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR MEN
BEER BUCKET BONANZA
DRINK LIKE A MAN
· 50¢ DRAF.T BEER ·

WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
· 2 FOR 1 DRINKS
F.REE FROZEN. STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
SURPRISE PARTY
ANYTHING GOES
I

FRIDAY MIAMI
VICE PARTY
WATCH THE SHOW ON
WIDE SCREEN T.VJ
CONTESTS, PRIZES
8t T-SHIRTS

SATURDAY NIGHT
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE
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Tis the season

RUSH
FROM PAGE 1
To assure that only people
who are of legal drinking age
will do so, ages will be checked at the door and identification bracelets will be worn by
legal drinkers. The system
will allow the person serving
the alcohol to serve only those
who are old enough, Breed
said.
·
The bracelets break when
they are removed so they cannot be put on another person.
Breed said these plastic
hospital bra.celets can be obtained at the student center
for any campus organization.
IFC will send out three
groups of two administrators
to check up on the fraternity

parties, McFadden said. This
is done to assure that all
fraternities abide by the rush
rules.
Breed said she believes that
it was the change in the drinking age that brought the
whole idea of dry rush into
focus. And UCF has more
than just the freshmen-age
student. Because the average
age of students is higher than
that of Florida State University and University of Florida.
a wet rush is good for UCF,
Breed said.
Neta Moye, of the office of
student activities and
organizations at FSU,
"doesn't for see a change
anytime soon.'' Both FSU
and UF had dry fall rushes
and it looks like both campuses will stay that way.

for

Mistletoe Messages.
$1.00 each.
Stop by The Central Florida Future before friday aL 5:00 Lo place your message.

Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z-Hills

* AcceleratedInstruction
Free Fall

* Static Line Program

* Tandem Jumping

Best Facilities in Florida
All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:
Call or Write for our Brochure

MR. RICK'S
CRAB HOUSE
Featuring
Maryland
Style
STEAMED CRABS
AND SEAFOOD

CLAM BAR

TAKE OUT

870 Semoran Blvd. (S.R. 436)
Just West of Redbug Rd.
Casselberry, FL 32707

PHONE: 767-2575
OPEN 7 DA VS A WEEK

NEW & DIFFERENT
FREE BEER OR WINE OPEN DAILY
WITH EACH ORDER
FOR LUNCH
OF CRABS
11-1 :30 pm

~f\oRi<lAA

c<c-~'\ o\

lRAV£/

CJ~~

OFFERS YOU A
CAREER IN TRAVEL
• 13 weeks day or eve. comprehensive
travel industry&. computer training
•Job counceling &. placement assistance
offered
• Payment plans available
Call 282-7086 or visit us at 1140 S. Semoran Blvd.
Suite F, in the Orlando Center (one mile South of
the East:west Expressway on Highway 436)

STOCKBROKER
TRAINEE

Zephyrhills Parachute Center, P.O. Box 1101, Zephyrhills, Florida 34283, Phone (813)788-5591

Some diets can
leave a Qerson ·.
starved for help.
S

ome people barely eat enough to stay alive. Others can't
sit down to anything less than a feast.
. Warning signs of an eating disorder include an obsession
~1th food • ~ear o_f gai~ng even the slightest weight • signifICant fluctuations m we1~t ~ forced vomiting • dependence
on diuretics or laxatives • depression
·
or panic episodes following eating
• .weakness or periods of confusion
• excessive use of diet pills.
If you or someone you care for is
. , e~periencing any of these symptoms,
1t s lillportam to seek help. The kind of
help provided by Florida Hospital/Altamonte.
Our _Eating Disorders Program offers compre~ens1ve care on a short-term, inpatient basis
w~th pleasant surroundings and a specially ·
trained staff committed to the patient's
well-being.
For additional information, write for our free
brochure on eating disorders. Or call 897-1616.
We 'll help you strike a healthy balance.

COLLEGE GRADUATES.
Opportunity for hard
working, enthusiastic
individual.
Send resume to:

Suite 350
9250 Baymeadows Rd.
Jacksonville, Florida 32216

~Florida Hospital
~Altamonte.

601 E. Alcamontl' A\T ., Altamont<: Springs. FL .12'"'01

There are no problem people.
Just people with problems.

•

•
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•
Due to this week's special report on athletics,
Discoveries will will not appear. It will return
next weC'k.
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PARK

THE HAIR SHOP

FROM PAGE 3

Precision Style Cut $8.00

a""

FULL SERVICE SALON

..,~ WALK-INS WELCOME

Now Only $8.95!

282·1700

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

Need Help Passing
The CLAST?

Daily 9-5_& Thurs. til 8

Opening Second tocation
For. Your Convience PLAZA HAIR STYLING

Getting Ready For The CLAST
Reading, Writing, Mathematics

9318 E. Colonial Dr.
Tower -S uare

Don't wait 'til the night before the exam! This book
includes instruction and sample test questions to
help you prepare. Ask for it today at your college
· bookstore.

fl!~==··===============~\

. "The university's programs
are so good and the attitudes
surrounding the school and
the area are so pro-business
that this area is a natural.
UCF is a young school and
therefore it can be very flexible by growing and expanding
with the general area,"
Vaughn said.
Vaughn admitted that the
research park has · an aggressive marketing strategy

because
UCFindustries,
is so tightlybut
affor
local
filiated with the park, national industries are starting
TUF MINI STORAGE
to move in.
H & H Publishing Co., Inc.
"It's not just a research
park.
Nationally it is known
.
1
0%
Dis
count
2165 Sunnydale, Suite N, Clearwater, Florida 33575 (813) 442-7760
as the 'University of Central
with UCF ID card!
Florida Research Park' and
this is the reason; because of
the cooperation and the intense involvement of the
Regular Rates (including tax)
With One Of The Area's Most
university
with this research
5 ft. x 5 ft.
.517.95
Experienced Agencies
park, national industry is tak5 ft. x 10 ft.
531.95
ing notice. When you have
10 ft. x 10 ft.
547.95
everything working together, ·
10 ft. x 20 ft.
$71.95
such as in this situation, with
government plus business
11815 E Colonial Drive
plus UCF, you have a winning
(get a group and get a free trip)
282-1115
combination,"· said Vaughn. ·
Orlando, FL
32826
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~U Examples of how tightly ·
bound UCF is to the research
park are easily found. As of
1911 E. Colonial Dr. ·(opp. Morrison's)
now, twenty UCF students
work either part time or full
Orlando 898·2050
time in the research park and
no additional charge for our services
many UCF graduates are currently employed there.
TOWER PLACE
"We hope to see more of an
10376 E. Colonial Dr.
even keel in the future. Our
277-2949
growth will not slow down,
bi.It we hope to see it level out
Ginger Aldrich EYE EXAMS BY BOARD
at one point," Vaughn said.
Which early pregnancy test is as
CERTIFIED OPHTHALMOLOGIST

Now Is The ·Time To Plan

*·Tour For Singles* Christmas
Club Med
* Short Cruises
* Ski ,Trips

RAINBOW TRAVEL

•

ALDRICH
OPTICAL

Test yourseH.

Registered
Optician

easy to read as red, no-white, yes?

Which is a simple one-step test?

FRIENDLY,
PERSONALIZED
SERVICE

Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?

• UCF Faculty and Studenl
Discounts
• Lenses Duplicated • Prescriptions Filled
• Large Selection of Frames

Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lab tests?

UNIVERSITY CAR WASH

Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?

Pressure wash with soap, bubble brush & wax
6 bays avail. For cars, trucks, boats & motor homes
:::.:::
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~
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E. COLONIAL
•

·1q3p a1,no.x.
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WESTERN

AND

WAR

•Will there be a Nuclear War?
• Could nuclear arms ever become obsolete?
• Are the arms talks a waste
of time?
• Is the USSR a threat to the
West?
• Should the US try to negotiate with the USSR for a
mutual withdraw! of troops
from Europe?.
• Does the USSR have a strategic advantage?
• Is the West a Paper Tiger?
• Could the US be invaded from
Central America?

TO COCOA

11470 E. COLONIAL DR.
(next to the Univ. Drive·in)

i sn1cI E 1a3 no.x.

NUCLEAR

<t

Tis the season
for
Mistletoe Messages.
$1.00 each.
Stop by. The Central
Florida Future
before friday at 5:00
to place your
message.

• Did the KGB poison a British
Labor Party Leader?
• What would life in the US be
like under Soviet Rule?
• ·why do most Russians hate
Communism?
• -Why has the Media ignored
the fact that the Soviets
have murdered up to 65
million Russian citizens?

_ _ _ _ _ _ .,.
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CIVILIZATION
naval affairs." Professor Hedley Bull,
Balliol College, Oxford, has said that
Robert E. Walters is "much more of a
geopolitician than Henry Kissinger is."
ORDER YOUR CASSETTE NOW!

Please send me the audio tape - book - in~---------------------terview with Robert E. Walters titled NUCLEAR .
WAR AND WESTERN CIVILIZATION. Enclosed is
my check or money order for the amount of
$6.00 (Florida residents please add 5%
sales tax.)

Find the answers to these and many
other questions in this new and exciting
audio tape · book· interview with Robert
E. Walters. Learn the truth behind the
headlines. Walters has been called the
"ablest commentator in his field" and "a
reknowned consultant on military and 1
--------

I.

f

Order from: London Studios
P.O. Box 641
Winter Park, Florida 32790
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Criticism· of athl~tic program
insures quality in the future
The " state" of athletics at UCF has
been presented in an overview in this
issue of the paper. There is very little
that is stunning, but all of the information is important. Athletics is not
our future at this university, but it is
an avenue for our success.
.
Not so long ago, students rallied on
this campus in opposition to a student athletic fee. Many felt that
students were being . forced into
footing the bill for a debt they did not
create. But attitudes have markedly
changed.
The changes are reflected in attendance at games, overall apathy to the
problems, and more notably in
students· letters.
Students write letters to the editor
now which defend UCF's athletic program, especially the football team.
rather than lambasting it.. That ·s ·
good. Attendance at football games
and other athletic events are not up,
but they aren 't down either. That's
good. A.nd many of the students who
fought against expanding athletics at
UCF are gone or have ju st let the
issu e die. That 's bad.
The issue should not die, because
criticis m can be constructive. I is
what UCF a t hletics needs t o con t inue

to grow and be successful. An
athletics program is not just an extracurricular activity for a gifted
group of athletes . Nor is.it just a spectacle for us to enjoy. Athletics can be
·the arm that draws this univer~ity
and Orlando area together.
\.\'hen people think of Orlando ·they
don't think of UCF. Few people have
heard of UCF outside Florida. In fact,
many people liv!ng in Orlando have
never even seen the university. It's a
sorry fact. but one that we must come
to grips with.
But our academic excellence, the
services we offer the community, our
athletics, and everything else we do
that puts UCF in the spotlight, are
important to our future. Quality in
that spotlight will mean quality for
our future.
There are many people who secondguessed the administrative decision
to expand UCF's athletic program.
The problems t he program has experienced since the dec ision was made
have prompted an · 1-told-you;so ·
response . But the problems and
criticisms have forged the makings of
a top -notqh prog ram of which we can
and will be proud.

"Well, this is it. Just one word of caution, your roommate answers to Commando Bob."

Dolphins fans have something to _growl about
Fantastic fish: What can I say? You gotta love
the Dolphins.
If you're a Chicago Bears fan or just one of those
people who lives t o hate Miami, I'm not sure what
to say to you eit her. Heh ... heh ... heh ... No, I refuse
to gloat.
But ya know, it had to happen. Who bet ter than
the Dolphins to d.e fend their own history. If you're
not up on sports, I'm referring to 1972 when the
Dolphins had a perfect 17-0 season. Until Monday
night the Bears were threatening that very record.
Heh ... heh ... heh...
·
I even had a small bet on the game. I managed to
get 8-5 odds agains t the Dolphins. Poor guy. I
heard him say he'd n ev er bet again .
Heh ... heh ... heh ... We'll see.
I know someone else who had a s hirt made with a
bear eating a dolphin painted on it. That' s a fairly
expensive shirt. Heh ... heh ... heh ... It' s nothing but a
pile of ashes now.
Didn't I say I wouldn't gloat? Well. you know

DON
WITTEKIND
how it is.
Oh yeah, this win also helped pull me closer to
respectability in Th e Central Florida Future 's
" Pigskin Picks." Once again, what can I say?
Heh ... heh ... heh ...
Jokin' .Joe: Still on the subject of Monday nig ht's
game. I have a gripe with good ole Joe Nama t h.
Now I don't know how the man got a job talking
on national television, but I do know one
thing ... he's a jerk.
No matter how well the Dolphins performed, Joe
sang praise for only the Bears. How many times
did he remind us that the fish have the 26th rated
defense in the NFL? And boy was he quick to men-

tion that D olphin quarterback Dan Marino was
"not sharp " when Marino missed a pass now and
t hen.
Thi s isn 't new ei t her. Whenever Namath covers a
Dolphins game he seems to be on the ot.her team' s
s ide. Maybe he can ' t handle the fac t that Marino is
a better quart erback than he was.
Anyway, Monday night my roommate and I •
decided that it 's time for Joe to go. If only he'd
crawl back in his hole and shut up, sports might be
a little more bearable.
Even more sports: Yeah, this is Don Wittekind's
Sports Week. And next up is Knight basketball.
I went to t he basketball game Monday night and
couldn' t believe the level of refereeirtg that went on.
I'm a strong backer of refs normally, but when you
don't call anything when guys hang on the basket
rim ... Well, l jus t don ' t know.
But the Knights lost and life goes on. I guess it's
not all that important anyway. Oh well, until next
week. ..

Answering the false promise of communism
F or 40 years the Soviet' Union has
been on t he o£fe nsiw , promising
struggling people t he impossible: instant justice, instant prosperity , sudden destruction of oppressive old institutions and establishment if fairer
new ones. In turn we have offered
money and democracy.
Unfortunately, democracy is more
easily talked about than practiced.
and monev is more easily stolen or
wasted th~n it is used for.the kind of
fundamental economic development
that Third World countries need.
When it has come to inspiring people

(

-'RICHARD
.NIXO
with a \'ision ol the future Lhal cuut rasts with the squalor of the present.
t lw communists have won hands
down. Their \ ision is a mirage, hut a
mirage is better than nothing.
The answl'r to the false promise of

t he communist revoluti on is to launch
a peaceful revolu t ion fo r p rogress in
t he Third World. We and our allies
mu s t be as bold and generous in helping t he T hird World countries down
t he road to economic progress as the
U.S. was in helping Europe and
.Japan rernver after World War I I.
This new initiative would not bl' a
Third World Marshall Plan. The Marshall Plan was officially called Lhe
European Reem t•ry Program. What
is needed in the Third World is noL a
n'CO\'Pry plan for nations wi Lh acl\'ancl'd economies but a slarL-up plan

fo r nations wi Lh primi t iv economi es .
The ai d mu st be structured in such a
wav t hat t hose who recieve it will
h a~'<: a strong incentive to adopt
poli tical and econom ic polic ies tha t
promote both progress and justice.
Thi~ i" a competition in which we'
have an enormous advantage over the
Soviet Union. Since tlw Pnd of World
War I I thP Unitl'd Statl•s has provid·
Pd SJ:-10. billion in forl'ign aid to its
former C'IWmies. to il alliL·S and to
Third World rountril's. In that sanw
1wriod tlw SoviPt Union has provided
only S 1f> hi Ilion.
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COUNTRY LIFE
DUE NORTH, JUST 12 _
MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

•
I
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•

•
•

ESCAPE APARTMENT LIFE
AND THE STUDENT SCENE
FOR HOMESTYLE LIVING
IN OUR SPACIOUS
Stop by:
·

3 Bedroom/2· Bath Patio Homes
Undergrads and Grads Welcome
• Reduced Security Deposits
• $500 per month rent
• We do the yard work

One Mile North of Oviedo
on S.R. 434
Weekdays 11-Dusk

Call: 277-0493

-

540 E. Horatio Ave., Suite 200 • Maitland, FL 32751-4598
12066 Tift Circle • Orlando, Florida 32826
(305) 277-0493 or (305) 644-4500

.

.

ATTWOOD-PHILLIPS, INC. REALTORS, Property Management

United Parcel Service
Part•Time Positions Available
United Parcel Service will be
accepting -OP.Plications for
seasona.I part-time loaders
and unload'ers. Excellent
pay · $8.00 .On hour.

I.~ I

u s

Please sign up for interview
appointment in Career Resource .
Center. ADM Suite 124.
·
Interviews to be conducted on
.
_December 4, 5, & 6, by appointment
only. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer
·
·
Work shiftf 'begin at 11 :00 p.m.
Monday · Friday workweek. 3 to hours per
day.

Nonsmoking female to share l bedroom-1
bolh cpl near campus rent S157.50. Call
281-6025 or (305) 562-6984 collect after
6pm.

Phone personal needed Mon-Fri fro111 5-9 for
a well .established community organization. ·
S4 hour plus bonus 843-4810.,

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Good luck to the new officers; Pres Tim Shannon, VP Joe Stutler and John Basile, Tres. Tim
Smock, sec. Bryan Miiier, and Sgt. Arms Bert
Daniels, Pledges; Ingress less than 2 wks
awayllll

Pocket hundreds moiling circulars spare, full
time, sincerely interested rush self addressed
stamped envelope: USC 256 S. Robertson
Blvd Dept U of F Beverly Hill Ca. 9>'211.

GoldenRod-2br. 11/2 bO condo, wet bar.
washer/dryer; micro-wave and more, only
554,900 coll today 629-5009
·

Pl IETA PHI
Way to show that Pi Bela Phi spirit wltti the Jr
Panel spirit chain!! Don't forget sisterTpledge
Christmas party Friday Dec 6. Be sure lo ask
·
your date lo the X-mas soclalll

Amazon parrot yellow nape with cage asking S700 call 78'8-1741
14KT. gold chains and jewelry. 1/4ct. and
larger diamonds. Wholesale prices on
everything: Call Jeff or Brad al 277-4163.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Congrats new officers; Goodluck pledges on
Thursday. Happy Founders day! I! Let's hop
on the exam wagonlll

Outdoor Christmas lights 10.00 pair 3 1/2
plastic outdoor elee. candles 5.00 coll June
275-2865.

AMFM B track stereo by Sharp call
671-8090.

Gorgeo 20 month old Siberian Husky black
and while blue eyes all papers all shots professionally trained S200 call X2458 or
282-5684 needs good home.

Anyone and Everyone,
If any man come after me let him deny
himself, take up his cross and follow me into
·his life eternally -Jesus Christ

•
Mature M'F lo share new home East winier
Pork with 32-yr old business person. S325 includes all utilities, laundry, cable. Private
room/bath furnished. Call Marti 657-2233 or
647-5557

Female roomale needed 2 bd, 1 ba apl 1
ml from UCF Incl; Pool. tennis. micro,
dishwasher and disposal 5175 ulil Call
281-8303

Potted plant sole; Most plants 52.00. Coll
·Laurie, 894-9755.

Is It true you can buy jeeps lor S44 through
lhe U.S. government? Get the tacts today!
Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

Just bought lst hOuse Winter Spgs Easy access to UCF gas ulil private room 5250 lo
share expenses Coll Rick al 327-2116 or
774-0113
SI0-5360 weekly/up Moiling circulars! No
quotas! Sincerely interested rush self.
addressed envelope; Success, PO Box
470CEG. Woodstock, II 60098.

Roommate nonsmoker lo share duplex 2
bdrm 250 per mo incl ull. Coll Barry 2818039

t'~l~~f~~

Dletrlbutors of Wolff Sun Svstems

678·7,037

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS Free
p regnancy 1est, low cost birth control. Mornir,g Aller Treatment. Confidential, private.
Woman owned-a special approach to
health c<::ire.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER. 1240 Hillcrest, 1
blk. south ol Cotonlal off Miiis. 422-0606 or
toll lree 1-800-432-8517.
SS off with this ad.

TYPING- WORD PROCESSING: Correct, neat,
satisfaction, assured by experienced professional. 678-0241

Typing QUALITY; Term papers, The;is, Doct.,
Medical, Lego!, Resumes,.J.trs. Notary Service
Good roles, UCF Empl. 1 mi lrom campus.
Marti 365-6874.
Typing in my W. Orange county home. 1O
years experience Sherry 656-545--

TYPING ACCURATE FAST REASONABLE 657
0015 or 657-9073.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. S15,000-S50.000 I yr.
possible. All occupations. Coll
805-687-6000 ext. 4628 for information.

Guaranled accurate word processing; term
papers, resumes, etc., fast turnaround S200
page double space. S4.00 single space. 25
cent page print outs, coll Addadata
365-2211.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
·BIRTH CONTROL

J(8
. r ~oc

Need anything typed? Call Jean at
628-2608 and she will do ii. Reasonable.
Typing and secretarial services in my home
reasonable rates pick up delivery coll Ruth
Richards 894-7169.

Word Processing and Editing. Professional
' writer and former English/Business teacher.
·
Reasonable ralet Call Jon 855-4077

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
A ABLE TYPING SERVICE .
Guaranteed 100 Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Speillng.
ierm papers, Thesis, Dissertations. Reearch
papers, Resumes, and Cover letters. All work
prepared on Word Processors for error free
neatness. We use IBM Disploywriters and A B
Dick Magna SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All work done on
quality printers, not dot-matrix over night
and some day service available.
CAii 657-0079 or 67-1-3q07:

C;;'lrntc

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

Your neighborhood typing service reports,
term papers, letters, resumes designed. Work
done on IBM word pro. equip conventiently·
localed on Alafaya Tr. call 282-5B38.

I

--

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

.

TOLL FREE 800·432·5249

UCF-Mortin area Townhouse lg 2 and 3
bdrm-chlldren and students welcome-pool
and Jocquzzi ph 281-6393.

Where The Sun Always Shines!
.

.J

·/()1 . .

Professional typing letters. term papers,
resumes, reasonable rBtes. Call Beverly
699-9201.
.

I-----------------5 SESSIONS
1 FOR ONLY $24.95
II
·10% DISCOUNT
WITH UCF l.D.

I
I
I
I

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Music
Stop & Experience our New
ACU-MASSAGE Table, 1st visit FREE

I

Exp. Dec. 24, 19.85

•

Li----------------FREE TANN.ING
SESSION

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial, Suite 1 f3
East of E.W. Expwy. & W. OF

Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential, individual
counseling. IN WP 1405 W. Fairbanks; One
block west of 17-92. Mon-Sot Call 647-1477.
We con hel::> you.

FREE TITLE PAGE
and REPORT COVER.

TAKE A 20 MINUTE S~UDY BREAK
Tan the WOLFF SYS-T EM way!

~TANNING SALON ~

•
•
•
•

Trainee-Financial. Growth opportunity, national firm, good communication and corresponding skills.Call 831-0022.

COUNSELORS
Openings in Florida. North Carolina, Vermont,
Rhode island. The EckerdFoundotlon has exciting carerr opportunities Jn their year-round
wilderness camps. Group counselors are
responsible for providing leadership and
succe.ssful direction for 1o problem youths in
camp and on extended backpack, canoe,
and raft trips. Camping, youth care experience. and one year college preferred
lor entry into rewarding profession. Salary
Sl0,400 plus room and board, benefif
package, UNDERGRAD ACCREDITED training.
Call staff recruiter, 1-800-554-4357 (toll
tree). or send resume to Eckerd Foundation
Recruiting, P.O. Box 7450. Clearwater, Fl
33518. EOE M-F.

Adoption option happily married couple actively seeking to adopt while infant. Answer
our prayers. We'll provide loving secure
home. Expenses paid. Legal and confidential. Coll Collect .( 305) 725-4376.

WORDMASTIERS
"THE OVERNIGHT CURE FOR THE TERM PAPER
BLUES."
THE BEST OF RATES·
Quality Work

2711 Sunnyview - 2 miles lo U.C.F. 3
bedrooms, inside utility room and assumable
mortgage. CAii Merr
•
TYPING ACCURATE FAST REASONABLE 657
9015 or 657-9073.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair). Also
delioquent tax property. Coll
805-687-6000 ext GH-4628 for Jnlormation.

Wanted male roomate lo share 2 bedrm 1
bath apt al Haystack apt, nonsmoker serious
student and near call 273-3683 or 273-6291

Total Secretarial Services. Term papers,
resumes. reports. etc. Nothing lo big or to
small. Fast accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.

ALAFAYr~

•
•

(With Th_is Coupon)

282·- 6042

·m ·

(New Customers Only)
MON.-FRI.: 9A,M.-9P.M.
~
·---9A.M.-SP.M.
..___..__SAT.:
.._ ..........
_ ....__________________________________...__________.=-...... ..;. _________________
•
Exp. Dec. 24, 1985
Complete line of Lea Haller M~keup
CLOSED SUNDAY
"!!Sa&,
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new cars & trucks
with a'r conditioning
...from compact to full-size

RENT OR LEASE
I 857·2424.I
as1~29291
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THE BEST CHOICE
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CASH DEPOSITS ACCEPTED

:

• FREE Pickup and delivery available
• Weekend rates
• student Rates
• 12·15 passenger vans available

*
**

7133 S. ORANGE AVE. ORLANDO or
ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

:
:

:
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********** ****************************************
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Knights down Bulldogs, ·35·14
by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knights finished their
football season with a convincing win over Division III
Samford University, 35-14
before a small home crowd of
3,022.
UCF ended their season
with two consecutive wins to
give them a season record of
4-7.
The Knights rolled up ·35
first half points, but ·showed
class by not running up the
score in the second half.
On UCF's first play from
scrimmage, quarterback
Tony Lanham hit Ted Wilson
on a 44-yard touchdown bomb
to set the tone of the
mismatch.
After recovering a fumble,
UCF's next drive only took
two plays, as Aaron Sam
scampered 14 yards for the
trnwhrlown. SHm had his big-

gest game of the season with
114 yards on only 12 carries.
UCF scored their third
touchdown with 3:18 remain·
ing in the first. quarter.
Robert Ector punched it in
from 3 yards out to put the
Bulldogs at a 21-point disadvantage. Ector also had a big
day with 12 carries for 65
yards.
Knight linebacker Wyatt
Bogan created an opportunity
for UCF with an interception
return of 12 yards." Lanham
hit Wilson (11 catches for 139
yards) for a three-yard score
four plays later.
On U CF' s final drive before
halftime, Sam raced 42 yards
for UCF's final score of the
game.
Lanham sat out the second
half after having a banner
first half, completing 11 of 14
for 170 yards.
UCF spent most of the se,.,...,,.,,.f h:ilf running out the

SEE 'DOGS, PAGE 16

Tim Barto/Central Florida Future

Aaron Sam plowed his way through the Samford Bulldog defense to rack up over l 00
yards in the Knights' 35-14 victory last Saturday.

Men Cagers 1·1 on week, Ladies 2nd
·Bears mawl
Knights at
home, 81-67

Ladi~s

capture
2nd"in tournament
by Chris Richcreek
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Basketball coach Phll Carter
should have known that UCF's
game Monday night wouldn't go
his way. ·
Before his Knights dropped their
third game of the season, 81-67 to
visiting Mercer University, he
received news from home that his
one year old <laughter split her
lower lip open, requiring stitches.
If that wasn't bad enough, he
discovered that four pairs of U CF
jerseys had been stolen from the
locker room before the game. The
theft caused two players to sit
down for the evening.
The Knights fell behind by as
many as · sixteen points to the
Bears, and trailed by fourteen going into halftime, 43-29. Mercer
center Chris Moore (6'9" 195 lbs.)
ate up the Knights on the inside
with fourteen first half points and
four rebounds.
Knight guard Faronte Roberson
dished in twelve points to pace
UCF in the first half.
With less than two minutes reSEE BEARS,\ PAGE 13

Tim Barto/Central Florida Future

freshmar 1 John Marini attempts to block this shot by the Bears in Monday nights loss.

UCF upsets GSU Eagles to score first win
by Scott Wallin
r:ENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knight basketball team gave new head coach
Phil Carter his first taste of victory at UCF with an
upset win against Georgia Southern 73-72 Saturday
night in Statesboro.
Uf'F did ~o in a most impressive way, coming back
from u nine point <leficit with 2:25 remaining in the
game.
Knight guarrl \.hris Wallen sank a jump shot to put

the Knights at a 72-71 disadvantage. Then, Wallen
stole a pass to set up the winning layup by Faronte
Roberson in the remaining seconds. Roberson finished
with 13 points.
Wallen played 28 minutes of the game and was parLicttlarly pleased with the opportunity from Carter.
"Coach Carter gave me a chance. He put confidence
in me.·' Wallen said. He responded with a team high
19 points.
•
UCF, which trailed by as many as 17 points in the
·SEE EAGLES, PAGE 16

Three teams made the pilgrimage to Central
Florida over Thanksgiving to try and grab the
top spot in the Ladies Basketball Invitational.
Led by tournament M.V.P. LaTonya
Dirroh's 26 points, Northern Illinois defeated
the Lady Knights, 96-85, in the championship
game of the Rotary-sponsored tournament.
Furman surprised Mississippi College,
91-84, to take third place.
The all-tournament team consisted of Dirroh
and Shelly Roberts of NIU, Cindy Hannon of
Mississippi College, Lucy Dunn and Theresa
Bowlin of Furman, and Christine Strahl -and
Kristy Burns of UCF.
The Lady Knights started out well in the
Championship game, leading ~t half time,
41-35. Although shoting only 44 percent from
the field, UCF outrebounded NIU, 22-13, and
had four fewer turnovers.
Burns led UCF in first-half scoring with 12
points, while Christine Strahl added 10. Dirroh
lead all scorers with 14 first-half points.
In the second half, the Lady Knights were in
control until 9:15 remaining in the ball game.
UCF held a five point lead at 66-61, but the
roof suddenly caved in.
The next seven minutes found UCF making
poor passes and having a general breakdown
on offense. On defense they were blitzed by
Dirroh and company to the tune of 24 points to
seven for the Lady Knights.
·
With about two minutes left in the game,
Strahl had fouled out, and the Lady Knights
found themselves down 85-73. The two teams
spent the rest of the game trading baskets.
Burns finished with 27 points for UCF.
Strahl added 19 points and 10 rebounds. Julie
Cardinale had 15 points and dished out 9
assists. Roberts poured in 28 to lead NIU.
After shooting only 4 7 percent in the first
half, NIU hit a blistering 67 percent of their second half shots. NIU also controlled the rebounds with a 23-15 advantage in the second
half.
.
On Friday, the Lady ;Knights started the
tournament on a positive note by upending

SEE LADlES, PAGE 15

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
NATIONAL SERVICE
-F RATERNITY

STUDENT
\L
®
-~·

GOVERNMENT
PRESENTS

BOOK
EXCHANGE
.

.

.

TN THE SOL FROM 10-6
JAN. 6-10
,

I

Sell for more ,...., Buy for less
HERE IS HOW IT WORKS
BUY: If you.need a used book for class, come by the book exchange with your course number
and we will see if we have the book you need. If we do it will be cheaper than the bookstore.
SELL: If you have a used book, stop by the book exchange and we will find out if the book is
currently being used. If it is, then YOU set the price somewhere between what the bookstore charges and'what
they would pay you for it.

STUD'ENT SENATE REPORT
SENATE MEETINGS

MEASURES IN COMM.ITTEE:
BILLS:
18-01 -Amending SG Statutes: Election Statutes-Total Revision (EA)
18-02 -Creating three Types of Leadership Scholarships for the students (OAF)

.18-10 Allocating funds for registration to the UCF Surf Club(OAF)
RESOLUTION:

r

18-04 Clarifying powers of the Vice Choirman(LJR)
18-05 Clarifying the powers of the Committee Chairman(LJR)

---------------------------~

MEASURES VOTED ON:
18-09 Changing the Senate Meeting day to Thursday(Sen. PTACEK)

SENATE COMMITTEE MEETING TIME
T.C.O. - TH 5-6 SC 211
O.AF. - W 9-10 SWR

U.R. - W 5-6 SWR
£A - M 4-5 SWR
S.P. - TH 4-5 SWR
• SWR-Senote Work Room
AH committee meetings ore open "to students

Students ore invited to attend all senate
meetings and may address the Senate each
week on issues pertaining to student life.
TUESDAY 3: 15 ADM 147

DID YOU KNOW THAT:
GROUPS RECEIVINGT. C. &O.
HAS.A.
KNIGHT RIDERS
ALPHA PHI OMEGA

140.00
137.00
50.00

SENATE COMMITIEE DESCRIPTIONS:
TCO -Reviews requests for conference registration, office supplies and advertising
OAF -Reviews Finance Statutes and legislation Involving money
S/P -Reviews leQislotion relating to student services or publicity
EA -Reviews Statutes and interviews Presidential appointments
UR -Reviews Statutes, and Rules and Procedures
ASF -Is a joint Senate/Executive committee that makes a b'Jdoet recommendation
to the Senate
'

't

..

•

TO THE STUDENT:

If you hove any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Repo~t or any legislation, please feel tree to stop by the Senate Work Room

<SC 217)

,.

November 26, 1985 Student Senate Meeting Records
()~ ~Q-cr &

~

c:f

I•

Geneva Craven
Donna Caccioppo
Ted Young
Cynthia Schmidt·
·Susan Bubbers
Nick Torantino
Greg Neff
Kelly Young
Vickie Westmark

(j

~~ ~

A A -

AA A A -

p p y
A resigned
p p y
A A p p y
A A -

~

~

~"

"

~()

•

<Y

John Morrison
Lauro Bloke
.
Lindo Huelsman
Corl Neidhort
Dennis Lasley
Michael Woodruff
Mike Ptacek
William Dietz

Q:

~<;f.~
r;-0 'ti

A A -

p p y
p p
p p

p p
p p
A A
p p

Paid Aduertisement

y
y
y
y
y

~

r.P

~

4° A'

~ ~ 'ti<:S

-

John Armst~ong
Jimmy Straehlo
Cheri Sapp
Diane Armillotti
Chris Styles
Vincent Vazquez
Ross Brown
Frank Ladd
Bryon Puch
A-Absent P-Present Y-Yes N-No

Q.o

«" "

p p
p p
p p
p p
A A
p p
p p
p p
p p

•

y

y

v
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y
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The Lady Knights will be facing
two tough opponents this week,
Florida International and Miami.
UCF will - meet 'Florida International at 7:30 Tuesday in Miami. The
Division I I Sun blazers are coached by

Russo. Their 1984-85 record
was 22-6, Russo's is 98-61. The
Sunblazers were ranked fourth in the
final regional poll.
They have four of their five starters
returning this year, although they did
lose their center.
Wednesday night the Lady Knights
will meet with Miami's Lady

H uricanes. Miami is coming off of an
impresive 21-7 season, the program's
best record ever. The Division I team
is coached hy Lin Dunn. Her eight
year record with the H uricanes is
125-85. They are depending on only
one reuturning player, a sophomore,
and one senior.

The Lady !<nights head coach Nan-

cy Little will be looking to her players
to improve on their 1-2 record.
Starting will be Susan Patz and
Terri Jo Wendt at forward, Christine
Strahl at center, and Kristy Burns
and Julie Cardinale at guard.
Kristy Burns is high scorer for the
Lady Knights so far this season with
an average of 25 points per game.

Wrestlers finish tenth in Open
In the 113-pound class, which is not normally used as a weight class, UCF freshman
Chris Callahan placed second at the tournament.
In his first match Callahan pinned Jeff
Lester of Tennessee-Chattanooga at 3:35 into
the match. In the next match, the finals for
the 113-pound weight class, Callahan lost to
Richard Rigs of Appalachian St. in overtime
by a tie breaking decision determined by the
referee.
UCF's third best wrestler at the tournament was 170-pound class Junior Russ
Schenk.
Schenk first pinned James Lankin of Appalachian St. at 3:40 into the match. He then
lost by a default with a knee injury to Derik
Williams from Illinois.
In the· consolation bracket, Schenk beat
Nick Michie from South Carolina St. by a
technical pin at 5:45 into the match.
However, Schenk was eliminated from the
tournament in his next ·m atch by losing to
Tony Gustafson of Stetson by a score of 5-3.
Cucci said, "He (Schenk) wrestled right into Gustafson's style. Schenk is a better
technical wrestler, but he tried to beat
Gustafson with strength instead of technique."

by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

·Lori Farber/~entral Florida Future

Ultimate

The disc is up for grabs. Today is the final day of Ultimate
league.

The UCF wrestling team placed 10th at the
Southern Open held at Chattanooga Tennessee this past weekend; improving on last
seasons 19th place finish.
Coach Pat Cucci said that his team could
have placed in the top four of the 30 school
tournament if he was able to bring more than
just four of his starters.
Two such starters are junior heavyweight
Paul Neuner unable to attend because he had
to play in the football team's last game of the
year and senior 150 pou11d class Mike
Bouchard down with a knee injury. .
"Paul Neuner would have been able to win
Lhe tournament. There was no one in his
weight class at his caliber," Cucci said.
UCF's top performer at the tournament
was 145-pound class senior Trent Smith who
placed third at the tournament.
Smith first beat Bouselles· Atkins from Army with a technical pin at 5:50 into the
match. Then Smith defeated Shawn Page
from Tennessee-Chattanooga also with a
technical pin at 3:50 into the match.
In the next round, Smith lost to Kip
Christoff from Southern Illinois at
Evans ville.
To get to the consolation finals, Smith
defeated Wincheski from Knoxville Tennessee 4-2. And in the consolation finals, to
determine third place, Smith pinned Tom Sell
from Tennessee-Chattanooga at 1:45 into the
match.

At the 129-pound class, senior Terry Stout
in his first match dislocated his elbow and
had to be ta.ken to the hospital. Stout's injury
fortunately was not serious, and he sh-0uld be
back later in the season.
SEE WRESTLERS, PAGE 15

BEARS

'l'hreew-ays

FROM PAGE 11
ma1mng in the g~me, UCF
had their best run of the
game. They pulled to within
ten points, 73-63, but Mercer
had no problem breaking
UCF's full court press to go
on to win 81-67.
"Consistency has been our
biggest problem,'' Carter
said. "We're not playing our
best game.''
Carter also explained the
team had not slid downhill. "I
know we're better than we
were two weeks ago,'' he said,
referring to their home opener
against George Mason. ''I
still see all the good things we
can do.''

to-wrap up a

lobster:

Gift Certificates from Red Lobster:
So you want to give a special gift to your seafood-loving friend or relative.
But you just can't seem to find a practical way to wrap 1t.
Red Lobster has the perfect solution: the $5 or $10 gift cer~ificate, good for.
any of the delicious seafood gifts on our menu.
Even tht.. hardest to please on your g1~ list will love our live Maine
lobster. Or our Alaskan snow crab legs. Tender shnmp. Or a
most delectable catch-of-the-day.
So stop shopping, stop in t~ your nearest Red Lol5ster, and wrap up all
your g1ft-buymg needs.... m one very tasteful package.

Red Lobster..
Orland('

Ocala

Altamontt: Sprin!!S

Kissimmee
Merritt Island

Faronte Roberson led UCF
scorers with eighteen points,
followed by George Beaton
with thirteen points and Cum-.
mings Jacobs with twelve.
Moore led all scorers with
twenty-two, and added ten rebounds to round out his evening.
As a team, UCF was outrebounded 45-26, seldom being
able to take second and third
shots on offense. Cummings
AP\ll-\\llll \T Pll'Tl RIS PllliSEmTIO\ ·STE\E~ SPIELBERG PRESE\TS YOl \Ii SHERUlC~ HOL\IES
Jacobs led UCF with only five
NAMBLI E\ TEIITAINMENT PRODUt'TIO' I\ ASSOCL~TION WITH HE~RY WINllER ROGER BIH~BAL \1
rebounds.
E\EClTI\ EPRODlTERS ~IE\ EN SPIELBER!i ·KATH LEE~ ~E~ 'EDY· FR~NK MARSH \LL
Knight forward Pat
~ \\ RITIE\ B' CHRIS l'OLL \!Bl s. PROOl.:t'ED B' \tm JOH~SO\. DlREm.:DB\ B\RR\ LF.\INSO\ .... ·- ..
w:\\iii'i"K re: u ........................ " 00
P.\R.-\MOL \T Pl!'TL RE ,, ., Crocklin added, "We need to
improve on defense and we
need everybody to give 100
Opens Wednesday, December 4th
percent.''
At A Theatre Near You.
1

,

Mclbournt!
Daytona Beach
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UCF Knights vs. Tennessee Tech
.In the UCF Gym

TUESDAY NIGHT

7:30 p.m.
Free admission for students with validated

l.D.

•
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Largest Selection of Magazines
in Central Florida

LADIES
FROM PAGE 11

Including books that challenge prevailing viewpoints.

BOOKMAN IA
902 Lee Road# 18
Orlando, Florida 32810
PH: (305) 629-9081

SANTA CLAUS is
coming to town
(21 more days til'
Christmas)

"All of ri·istory is a lie agreed upon." - Napoleon

60%0FF
($18.00 per gram)

s-1l
·
~

onALL
. ~~
14K Gold Chains, Charms, Bracelets
Tri-color and Diamond-cut included
(pendants, rings, watches .on sale, too)
LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS

----couroN------------------~----couroN

*Chain solders all sizes - $3.00
*Ring sizing all sizes - $8.95

__ _

Furman, 88-76. The Knights
raced out to a 39-30 halftime
lead on the strength of 53 percent team shooting from the
floor and 14 points by Kristy
Burns. The Lady Knights
dominated the boards (19-12)
and two Furman players, including super-quick point
guard Jenny Dyer, found
themselves saddled with
three p~rsonal fouls.
The Knights cruised to a
6 2-46 second half lead before
disaster struck. Senior forward Sue Patz twisted her
right ankle and was forced to

Tis' the season for
Mistletoe
Messsages. Stop
by The Central
Florida Future office, by Friday, to
get yours for only
Sl.00!!!!!
HO! HO! HO! HO!

leave the game. She did not
return that night. Then
Strahl picked up her fourth
personal foul and had to sit
down. Furman closed to
within 66-58.
However, UCF, led by
Burns and senior forward
Terri Jo Wendt, picked up the
scoring slack left by the
.absence of Strahl and Patz.
Burns poured in 18 second
half points and Wendt added
12 on long jumpers to keep
UCF on top.
For the game, the Lady
Knights shot a sizzling 59
percent from the field and
out-rebounded Furman 44-27.
Teresa Bowlin of Furman led
all scorers with 36 points.

WRESTLERS
FROM PAGE 13

At the 121-pound class,
UCF freshmen Jessie McKay
- FREE JEWELRY CLEANING lost to Ben Rykel from
Tennessee-Chattanooga who
Gateway Jewelers
went on to place second at the
University Square Shopping Ctr.
Across the street
tournament by a pin at 3:30
Corner of University Blvd.
from
into the match in the first
and Golqenrod Road
K-Mart
round. In the consolation
678-4973
bracket, McKay first
defeated Marvin Stuart of
L
COUPON
Open 'ti/ 6:00
COUPON
Sou th Carolina St. by an in-:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 jury default. But McKay lost
-----------------------------~---------in his next and final match to
Steve Write of CarsonNewman University, which
knocked McKay out of the
tournament.
In the 153-pound weight
class, UCF sophmore Richard
Daily lost to Mickal Rossi
from the University of Tennessee at Knoxville by a score
of 9-8. In the consolation
bracket, Daily lost to Pressly
from Eastern Illinois 5-2. ·
Cucci said, "Daily was low on
his conditioning and on his
confidence, but he gained exposure from this tournament
like all of his teammates.''
At the 161-pound weight
class, UCF brought two
wrestlers to compete, as the
tournament allowed as many
entrants as desired. Because
of this, freshman Greg
Buckley and Joe W arsek
grappled for the Knights.
Buckley lost in the first
round to Lee Rightzel of Ap·
palachian State. Rightzel
went on to place third. In the
consolation bracket Buckley
then was knocked out of the
tournament by losing to Gary
Erwin, who wrestled independently, by a technical
pin at 5:13 into the match.
UCF's other 161-pounder
W arsek lost to Fred J aked of
Duke by a 13-9 decision. Jaked went on to place fourth at
Become Your Own Landlord
the tournament. In the conMany smart UCF students who
solation bracket, Warsek lost
own their own apartments have
to Kieth Gengler of Eastern
roommates to help share exIllinois by a pin at 1:25 into
penses. Come and see why and
the period.
No closing costs.
how the parents of these
In the 193-pound weight
students have chosen to buy a
class, UCF freshman Hal
townhome for their sons and
Crowley lost in the first
daughters. It's a good deal for
round to Andy Voit, an independent wrestler, by a
everyone and you'll want one
technecal pin at 2:04 into the
too!
match. Voit went on to place
.Furnished model open daily
third. Crowley was ilMon-Sat, lOAM - 6PM.
liminated from the tourna0 Decorator package
ment in the consolation
Sun l 2noon - 6PM.
bracket by losing to Steve
·~·-~ ·
.,,,:: - .
~
~~
D_Spacesaver.
282-4393
Fluker, who went on to place
..
microwave with purchase
sixth, by a score of 10-1.
Cucci said, "We could have
done a lot better if we had all
of our starters with us. But
the tournament did give us
the kind of exposure we need
Sale price 552,400, $2700 down. $49,700 mortgage 9.0% A.R.M., plu~ or minus 2% annual Cap, lifetime cap 14 3/4%.
down
the stretch of the
Adjusted to 1-year T-Bill. A.P.R. 11.5%
season.

Own Your Own!

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south ·of campus Alafaya Trail.

$399/fP~I*

Fox
Hunt
Lanes
·
-- --

~
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season with 76 catches and
1,119 receiving yards. Wilson
is now UCF:s all-time leading
· receiver, surpassing Jeff
clock and looking at seldom Froehlich who caught 103
from 1980-83. Wilson has 106
used players.
Samford managed two catches with one year of
touchdowns in . the fourth eligibility remaining.
quarter, a two-yard pass and
. and a four-yard run. Running
UCF finished the Samford
back Jeff Price had a suc- gam~ with 405 total offensive
cessful day against the yards, 226 of it coming on the
Knights with 96 yards on 24 ground. They had an outstanding 8.1 average yard per
carries.
Wilson finished his dream play.

FROM PAGE 11

College Night
VVednesday Night
9pm-2am 2 for l's
25¢ Daquiris for the Ladies
Dancing & Large Scree~ Video
~--===. ....
._
"""'"'""...-i_
•-"
No Cover
-~f\, .
Live D.J. 5 Nights A Week

.*. ern_
J__

..

Happy Hour
~~4:30 - 7:00 M-F '
- -· ---===- --=-

. '

--

~,..;- .

EAGLES

much sooner than I
expected.''
FROM PAGE 11
Tony Marini led the
Knights in rebounding with
game, ended up outshooting eight followed by Sam Alexthe Eagles with a 51.7 percent ander with six. The Golden
Eagles' Jeff Sanders led all refrom the. floor.
Carter felt the key to this bounders with 15.
victory was the second half
defense wruch . didn't allow
Jeff Sanders also led all
Georgia Southern a shot after scorers with 20 points, hitting
2:25 left to play.
eight of eleven from the field
"We looked like a mature, and four of five from the line.
seasoned team,'' Carter said.
As a team Georgia
"If we build from Saturday's Southern hit only 45. 7 pergame, we'll be in good shape cent form the floor.

94rn AERO

HO! HO! HO!

SQUADRON
®

A RESTAURANT

94 RICKE.NBACKER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803

(305) 898-4251

Open 24 hours

The

DONUT MAKER
Invites

THE SOUTH 'S LARGEST SOURCE FOR COMICS,
FANTASY & WAR GAMING. SCIENCE FICTION. & BLOOM CO

4

UCF
Students and Personnel

2814 Corrine Drive • 1 M1. E. of Base • 896-1701

0

to a Calfee and Donut Break

v

There's no better place than ·
the

ENTERPRISE 1701

-OOiOEW tiAl'E'

~HJNESE: R£St1'lmf\~

$3.75

-~-

-*-

p~ · ALL YOU CAN EAT p~
LUNCH BUFFET.
M·F 11 :00 to 2:30

NIGHTLY HAPPY DIN.NER: $7.50
INCLUDES: Soup, 3 Appetizers, your
choice of Entree & Dessert
FOR TAKE-OUT AND
CATERING PLEASE CALL

WITH UCF l.D.

281·0330

Buy one & get

6440
E. COLONIAL DR.

2nd half pricel

between
436 & Goldenrod

DINNER ONLY

A
R
I
E

T
I
E

A
L

w
A
y

s

Donut -M aker
to
enjoy fresh donuts and coffee

'Nhile you study or just relax

s

F
R
E

s

H

--------- COUPON .· ---------

DONUT MAKER
.

(/'

.,

79e Off
DOZEN DONUTS

Hwy. 50 at

Dean Rd.
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Pigskin
Picks
After another week of quietly
snatching first place, editor-inchief Mike Rhodes continues to
build his lead. He's now so far
ahead I won't show the overall
standings.
This week's picker is Charles
Jorge, sports production assistant.
I hope there's another Green
Bay blizzard .

Army vs. Navy
SMU vs. Oklahoma
BYU vs. Hawaii
E. Carolina vs. LSU

MR

DW

MP

CJ

Army, 27-20
Oklahoma, 13-1 O
BYU, 38-10
LSU, 21-17

Army, 21-7
Oklahoma, 31-21
BYU, 17-10
LSU, 35-7

Army, 31-14
Oklahoma, 33-17
BYU, 42-13
LSU, 31-1.3

Army, 31-7
SMU, 21-20
BYU, 28-q
LSU, 31-14

Vikings, 24-14
Dolphins, 21-10
Broncos, 24-21
49ers, 27-17

Vikings, 21-13
Dolphins, 35-14
Broncos, 14-13
49ers, 21-14

Bucs, 24 :":0
Packers, 23-14
Raiders, 34-21
49ers, 20-17

Vikings, 38-7
Dolphins, 28-14
Raiders, 28-21
49ers, 21-14

NFL
Bucs vs. Vikings
Dolphins vs. Packers
Roiders vs. Broncos
Rams vs. 49ers

•

BECAUSE WE TRY HARDER...
DON'T JUST TALK ABOUT US,

.

s~~

w·
ARISTOCRAT\\~\~DESIG~S
~j.

TRY US!

ALOMA AVE,

er
K-MART

if!.

•

uNiv. Btvo.

$8 HAIRCUT

, Tis the season
for
Mistletoe Messages.
$1.00 each.
Stop by The Central
Florida Future before friday at 5:00 to place your

Ho!
Ho!
Ho!
Ho!
Ho!

Ho!
Ho!
Ho!
Ho!
Ho!

CALL671-HAIR

1NCLUDES WET CUT • Mon. and Fri. 9 ~ 6
AND BLOW DRY (WITH • Sat. 9 -5
LONG HAIR EXTRA) • Tues. - Thurs. 9 -7

UNIVERSITY SQUARE (Next to Jewelry Store)

898·2484

BUY YOUR COMPUTE·R A
CHRISTMAS PRESENT
Software Unlimited ·
has what your
computer wants for
Christmas.
DISKETTES from $9.95
PRINTERS from $185.00
C COMPILER only $67.95

With spies like these
who needs enemies?

.

WARNER BROS. Presents A LANDIS/FOLSEY .Film
BRILLSIBIN,BRIAN GRAZER Production
· CHEVY CHASE· DAN AYKROYD ·"SPIES LIKE US"
STEVE FORRESf · DONNA DIXON ·BRUCE DAVISON
BERNIE CASEY.· WILLIAM PRINCE · TOM HAITEN
Music B ELMER BERNSTEIN Execurive Producer BERNIE BRILLSTEIN
Screenplay by DAN AYKROYD and LOWELL GANZ & BABALOO MANDEL
.
srnrv bv DAN AYKROYD & DAVE THOMAS
,
Produ<-.ed by BRlAN GRAZER and GEORGE FOLSEY, JR. Dlrectd by JOHN LANDIS
An A.A.R.~BERNIE

SOFTWARE • PRINTERS • MODEMS
DISKETTES • ACCESSORIES
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
HOLIDAY HOURS: MON.·SAT. 10am-8pm

894·3304
HERNDON PLAZA
ACROSS FRO~
FASHION SQUARE

~tack

Them Down December 6th at a Theatre Near You.

MALL

KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF

So

areUnlimited
The Program Discount Store.
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U.C.F.'s· PROVEN
#1
COMMUNITY

.,

,.

Come and experience the woodsy Charm.
#

)

Sales and Model Center Located One Mile North on
Alfaya Trail From Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail.
OPEN 7 DAYS I BROKERS WELCOME

Affordable prices start
in the ·1ow 50's
.

•

•

.

2 & 3 Bedroom rentals

Prices Include: Washer, Dryer,
available while they last. . Refridgerator and Dishwasher.

·

CALL 275-9100

•

....
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Real teams don't mind snow

Ph.D. PROGRAM
IN
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
AT
FLORIDA ATLANTIC
UNIVERSITY
BOCA RATON, FLORIDA

I just know that all of you watched the
Tampa Bay/Green Bay football game this
past weekend (or at attempted to watch it).
Talk about' a real football game. Just two
teams battling it out on the frozen turf to
shove the ball into the endzone.
I hope the Wisconsin fans never wimp out
like those domed weanies in Minnesota, InMorgan Phillips
diana, Michigan, and Washington. The battle
in the blizzard has always been one of the
put them in the mud in RFK stadium, or send
classic games in football.
them to a Green Bay ice bowl and you'll see
Football, as a game, should be a chance to · why the're still Cow-"boys".
prove that your team is superior and it
San Diego has "Air Coryell" but put a fog,
doesn't matter how you have to go about wina stiff breeze, or some snow and they crash
ning.
and burn.
If it's sunny outside with not much wind
How about Denver? They hide behind their
you should pass your way through the opbad conditions. The · only reason they win
position's secondary leaving them shocked at
many Of there games is because other wimps
your aerial brilliance.
can't breath their thin air. Put them 'down in
If you're in a hurricane, a thunderstorm or
·a nice sunny, humid place like Miami or San
a blizzard you should be able to crush your
Diego and bye, bye Broncos.
opponent by pulverizing his line and leaving
Are any teams really good? Well check the
his backs defenseless, or senseless.
LA Raiders. In a blizzard in Cleveland they
Look at some of the teams which have ·take the Browns. They have bettered Pittpretended to greatness, Dallas, San Diego,
sburgh many times in the snow. Who is the
and Denver.
only team with a winning record against the
Dallas has always won lots of games, but
Dolphins? That's right, the Raiders.

Are you denying
yourself a better shot
at grad school?

CLASSES
FORMING
NOW

You may, if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT.
Call. Ifs not too late to do better

~;~~'

.,

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

,. ...

678-8400
2238
Winterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., .FL

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sat. Vigi I Mass 6:00 PM
Sun. Masses
8:00, 10:30 and 12 noon
Masters Choir Rehersal
Wednesday 7:30

llRTQ1BYfQ
Dec. 11-13

9:00 · 3:00 Bookstore

DATE

TIME

•

.

cm:I

WELCOME

PLACE
© 1985 An-Carved Class Rings

Deposit Required

)Jitifiirii

·I The Counseling and Testing
~
·'

1501 South Alafaya Trail
275-0841

Center is accepting reserva·
tions for DR. PETE FISHER'S ·
Human Potential Seminar for
the Spring S~mester, 1986

•
•
•
•
•

Discover your Unlimited Potential
Learn tne va·lue of Self-Hypnosis
Build your Confidence & Self-Esteem
Enjoy Motivating, Inspiring topics
Reduce the Stresses & Anxieties of
College Life

.

I
I

~~~~;~~n~~;.~r~~~ ~~c~.;~~~ ~~~~!~: ;i~ ~~~~:~~~~;~s~!~~~!~.~~~~~~n~;r~ II

~ from 2·3 p.m. on Tuesdays. Since each group

tion 145, or call 275·2811 for further information.

u.•
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But he got a bJg bang out of
Jus dJscovery
And you 'J1 get a
b1gger bang out
of dJscovering
Bud Llght. It's the
less-filling hght beer
with the first name·

your cho1ct; and bring
out your best By
discovering today's
great h'ght Bud L1ght.

EVERYTHING ·
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT.
•

Anh eu~r ·Bu S<: h

Inc

St Lollis. Mo

WAYNE DENSCH, INC.YA]
U.C.F. Rep. Paul Kad8neC, 282-9442 or 851-7100
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The men behind UCF's athletic program: (left to right) Executive Director
of Knights' Boosters Charles Gesino, Assistant Athleti.c Director Jay

Bergman., Athletic Director Gene McDowell, Athletic Business Manager
Bill Arnold and Intercollegiate Athletic Coordinator Art Zeleznik .

UCF moves towards future
Even
as
they focus on
recuperating
from an overwhelming
debt of one
million
dollars, the
athletic
department
plans to continue growing.
Athletics is projected to spend about
$1.4 million this year, according to
business manager Bill Arnold. ''We feel
good about that. We're not going to
stay within every budget class.
However, we think that on the whole
we '11 stay within the budget."
According to Arnold, UCF will mak~
about $250,000, which will be used to
knock off some of .the deficit that has
plagued UCF athletics.
With the schedule changes for this
past seson, the football program
managed Lo break even financially. The
game against Louisville netted $25,000
L11t UCF lost money on almost every
other game .
"The future depends on what other
good or barl things happen. Obviously
wt• '':lnnot prrdict ticket sales for next
year, .. Arnold :-·aid.
"Basir:illv w1· set the budget income
at 1.6 milli~'" 1 lollars, and we 're going

to make it," he said. Arnold added that
UCF . is short about $25,000 in ticket
sales, but that a couple of extra sources
of income have come in.
Charles Gesino, head of the boosters
for UCF, along with some 50 helpers,
plan to turn around the programs at
UCF by accomplishing one major feat.
The official plan is to raise 100
scholarships for the athletic department, which is 61 more than they had in
1985. The scholarships are estimated at
$4,000 each. Last year they were at
$3600. This amount accounts for an increase of $256.,000 overall in scholarships funds.
"Vve must increase our number of full
scholarships if we are ever expected to
compete consistently in Division
I-AA,'' Gesino said.
Out of these proposed 100 scholar·
ships the football program can expect
to receive 75. The other 25 will be
distributed amoung the other sports.
Art Zeleznik, intercollegiate athletic
coordinator, feels that more dorm space
is necessary for athletes. "We need
space to house .ofil athletes. That would
really help us in· this stage. A lot of
thought needs to go into the expansion
of our athletic program."
The boosters believe the capacity to
support the program is readily
available in the Orlando area. They

believe the community will begin to
show more support after they realize
that the program is C;lctually on its way
up.
According to athletic director Gene
McDowell, to compete succesfully with
Division I-AA teams UCF needs the•
finances that they have. Division I-AA
schools give up . to 70 full scholarships,
while Divison II give up to 45. Last ·
semester UCF gave only 39.
Despite previous plans, the UCF
football team will not be moving from
Division II to Division I-AA.
McDowell said' that although he wants
to make the move, it would be a bad
choice now. "The move will be made,
but not until we are positivly able to
handle it financially," he said.
Although McDowell has been here
less than a year, he has been making
quite a few changes and sees the move
to Division I-AA coming in the next 4
·
or.5 years.
The two major problems concerning a
division move are money and
geography. To play the teams in our
division we would need to travel more,
which would be a problem with the
budget in it's present shape.
-Adam Chrzan, Li~a Codianne, Kathy
Johns.on, Morgan Phillips, Chris
Richcreek and Scott Wallin
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Division
system
simple
For
the
average college fan, confusion is the
key
word
when discuss~
ing
the
NCAA Division system.
Yet,
the
system is not as confusing as it first
seems when examined closely.
· There are four division classifications in the NCAA. Division I-A, the
top division, contains 105 colleges that
play football. Division I-AA contains
88 gridiron schools, while division II
has 113 universities. Division III has
the most schools meeting on the football field with 202.
After this season, Division I-AA will
be losing Drake, as they have dropped
their football program. But Morgan
State is moving to Division I-AA to
replace them.
There is a different alignment for college basketball. Division I has 283
teams playing ball. Division II has 184
universities in the gym, while Division
III has a whopping 293 teams.
The most confusing question for a
sports fan is 'How is it decided where a
team will be classified?' Division I
schools (this includes I-A and I-AA)
must field teams in eight men's sports
and six women's sports. In football, a
Division I-A school must play 60 percent of their games against Division
I-A opponents, while a Division I-AA
school must participate in at least 50 of
their games with a Division I-AA foe.
Basketball for Division I schools has
only one restriction. They can play no
more than four games against opponents that are not of the Division I
classification.

I

Athleti

The NCAA established four
footooUdMs1ci$s to divide .

programs by size and age..,

headaches. They give no scholarships.
It is also interesting to compare
Division I schools to UCF in size, as
the Knights have been contemplating a
move to Division I-AA ball. There are
36 Division I-A. schools (33 percent)
that are smaller than UCF. Another 72
Division I schools are larger than the
Central Florida campus.
Twenty .thousand people seem to be
the midway point for student population at a Division I-A school. Half of
the schools have 20,000 people or less,
while the other half have 20,000 or
more. ·Six schools have 5,000 or less
people attending, while one school, the
University of Minnesota, has over
65,000 people.

The univer
athletic pro~rn
in a muck of deH
As of Oct. ·
athletic progra
red to the t
$1,233,737
$60,250 'from las
The
de\lt
cumulated over
years prior to Gene McDowell's takeove
athletic program and will be paid off o
next four or five years, said James ·. :
director of the university budget office
Since the university began the fiscal
July 1, the athletic program slashed it e ·
nearly $296,000, but income fumbled a ·
ped off $68,000 compared with the s
month period last year.. ·
By comparing the July 1 through ctc
in 1985 with the same period last year 1
lhe program's difficulties can be seen.
At this same time last year, the at le
gram received $8,400 more in student f
its guarantee income shriv.eled 65 perc
thousand dollars in gifts were lost. Tick
dipped $8, 200.
Guarantee income is what other sch
UCF to come play them. These guaran
easily run in the $10,000 to $50,000 ran
For whatever UCF lost during this fou
period in revenue, expenses were cul eve
Salaries were chopped by 33 percent.
scholarships were pinned down to ~ $!
compared lo $221,380 during the sam
last year, and the athletic program sco
percent reduction in materials and supp

To make it very simple to go to a
higher division means you need to play
more sports, against harder opponents,
and give more scholarships. All of
these are simply achieved with more
money.

Betwuen July l and Oct. 31 of 1984,
gram added $405, 780 to what was
$888,000 debt. This year between .kil
Oct. 31 only $178,000 was added to the.
Smith said the athletic progi:am ism
the right direction.

In conclusion, the system of
classifications is not as confusing as it
first seems. With all the facts in, one
can easily understand how the system
is set up, and the benefits of Division I
over other divisions in the area of
scholarships.
- Chris Richcreek

·By the end of next June when the uni
ends its fiscal year, the budget calls fort
gram to take in almost $1. 7 million al\P
penditures of $1.4 million with $250,000 I
to pay the debt.

OCF is plonning to move its
football progrQm from divi*
sion II to IAA.

Jeff Glick/The Central Florida Future

Division II schools have different
restrictions. The men· s and women· s
programs must participate in at least
four sports each. Of these four sports,
two must be team sports. Also, over 50
percent of the football team's games
must be against teams of Division II or
Division I caliber.
The classification system also determines the number of scholarships a
school can give out. Division I-A
schools can give out 30 scholarships a
year, and only 95 football players can
be on scholarship at any one time.
Basketball teams at Division I-A
schools are allowed 15 scholarships.
Division I-AA programs also allow
only 30 scholarships a year. However,
they have money to provide only 70
full scholarships. One unique thing of
Division I-AA is that they are allowed
to split scholarships. By giving only
half-scholarships to players, they are
allowed to keep up to 95 people on
scholarship. Basketball is the same as
Division I-A in· allowing only 15 free
rides.
Division II ball can provide either 45
whole scholarships, 90 half scholarships, or any combination thereof. For
basketball, they are allowed 12 full or
24 half scholarships.
Division III has none of these

Student attitudes improve
When talking
about
UCF
athletics,
most people
eventually
end
up
discussing the
same thing:
apathy.
Apathy is reflected by the mere
3,000 people who attended each of the
last two home football games. Apathy
is having to ask if we are a Dbision I
program yet.
The truth is that all of UCF"s sports,
with the exception of football, compete
on a Division I basis.
It is somewhat rea~suring, however,
that some UCF students knew what
was happening with the athletic program.
Dave Marcinko, a senior, has seen
UCF grow in his years here. "It's
definitely taken a turnaround. · · he
·
said.
Another student, Ed Diloreto.
described the program as "rejuvenated...
These and many others credit UCF"s
bright future to football coach and
athletic director Gene McDowell.
"Now we are in the competent hands
of G~ne McDowell and I think it's just
a matter of years until we are in the
support of the community." Marcinko

.t•xplained.
Junior Jeff
Eberhardt
agreed and
add(' cl .
.. McDowl•ll is
concerned
with
more
sports than
just football.
He's
more
down to earth
than (former
football
coach) Lou
Saban. The
athletic program
has .
been
run "The students
· much more ef- seem to have
ficiently.··
There were a positive atmixed feel- titude"
ings about the
·Gene McDowell
football program concernathletic director
i ng scheduling and the
jump to Division I.
"In the recent pasl we went over our
heads wilh our seh<>dules, · · Marcinko
said.
"l think the sooner we gel into Division I. the better,·· Steve Lager said.
Tom McNamara disagreed and said,
"I think we should stay in Division II

Most of the program's income ct>m
athletic fees, which each student pays at
of $15 per semester plus $1.42 per credL
These fees are expected to total $950,00 .
A student taking 15 credit hours contri
total of $36.30 to the athletic departme

to build a reputation first. We need a
Other components of the athletic cijip
winning season."
income include guarantees, boosters fu c
Mimi Yenkala said, 'Tm all for the ing, ticket sales, advertising, .and rac
jump to Division I football. though it donat.ions.
has to be gradual.··
Gradual seemed to be the key word
Guarantees are budgeted to lotal $ 1
with many students. They remember Knights· boosters are expe<'ted t
this football season as one in which $281.300, and Licket sales are expect~d t
UCF lost to seven Division I teams.
in at $160,000.
"There·s nothing wrong with being a
national power in Division 11." said
Additionally, lhe university will
student Greg Smart. "We shouldn't $22.000 from Florida's race tracks. Ea 1
quickly step into shoes we can't fill Florida ·s rac<> tracks are required to p
yel··
.
one day when their income is contribute
Mark Lewellyn hoped that other educational systt>rn, Smith said.
•
UCF students understand the transformation UCF has made and that they
With these revenues, UCF will be exptf
don "t give up on sports altogether.
tackle $1.4 million in current year expen ~
Other UCF coaches besides ~%0.000 of t.hP $1. 2 million past. debJ..
McDowell were praised. Baseball
coach Jay Bergman was observed as
Whe.n .Drake University-a privates
"one of the best coaches the state of lks Moines, Iowa which is similar ins
Florida has.··
UCF - found its athletic program ovei'$l n
Basketball coach Phil Carter has in dt•bt, it decided to disband its Di\·i-.i n
already been· re.c ognized as somewhat, hall Learn for one year, said Ellen Ci()(Tio :
of a savior in his first year.
cont.roller at. Drake.
•
"He's !Carter) put together a good
t.<.•am," said Scott Clark. "He's done
l>rake's football team will be reor ga1 1·'
great corn:;idering the number of >·c..•ar after next as a Division Ill tc · ,:i .
pla.vPrs he haci comingel>ack. ··
Ciocdo said football is a "ve:-v:• t-~ 1 '
Tlw students felt that UCF coaches sport, .. and it cost Drake $10 miHion tl ''
all sl'< rn to know lhe right. course for >'Par t.o haw a Division I football progran
UCF to follow. They also believed that
At I>rakP sludpnt:-; pay $28 a s~mes
nom• of llw coaches appear to be too at.h}pl i<· f PPS.
anxious t.o boosl the program into
Division I too so_on.
-ScoU Wallin
Ci<K.·cio said sh" "nulcl not release t.he det
11

1
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Sa million dollar business
'her univcrsiLy's aLhletic budget and had never
mude them public before.
Two southern public universities, Georgia
Southern and Western Carolina, were more .open
about their athletic budgets.
Georgia Southf!rtl receives no state funds and
cannot end the tiscal year in debi. said William
Rahitsch ront.roller.

i ~y s

plays
I •

: , the
saw
ne' of
down
year..
aceveral
of the
er Lhe
n!ith,

RahiLsch said Southern 's athletic program is
hudgetrd for $1.7 million in revenues and $ l.6
million in t•xpenditures.
Most. of Georgia Southern 's athletic program
revenues are budgeted to come from student activity fees which are charged to the university's
students at a rate of $46 per term if the student
Lakes six .or more credit hours. These student
fees are expected Lo total $800,000 of Southern 's
expeet.ed $1 .7 million in revenues.

ear on
e.pses
drope four
b6t 31

me of
Other large chunks of Southern 's revenue are
expected to come from the boosters ($290.000)
and ticket sales ($268,000).

ic .pros, and
t. Six
t sales

Rabitsch said Georgia's $1.6 million of
budgeted expeditures were largely taken up by
their football program ($582,000) and basketball
program ($210,000). The athletic program at

•

ls pay
es can

When Drake University-a
private school in Des
Moines, Iowa which is
similar 1n size to UCFtound its athletic prograrn over ·Sl million in
debt, it decided to disband its Division I foot-

oall team for one year.
( ieorgia Southern will also have to lay out
~240,000 toward a lease purchase agreement on
a stadium.
Georgia's fiscal year begins at the same time
UCF's does, July I. Rabitsch said their actual
year to dat.e figures showed $650,000 in revenues
and $620.000 in expenditures, a $30,000 net
gain.
Il}enl

rmstrack

.

Western Carolina. a public. university in North
Carolina, has experienced a net loss of $77 ,387
since its fiscal year began in July, said Chuck
Wooten. controller.

5,000.

raise
weigh
ce1vp
!)'ear
~side
o the

~ils of

Wooten said Western Carolina receives no
state funds and has no prior year loss to centend ·
wit.h. Western Carolina runs a "very strict program, .. said Wooten.
WPst<·rn Carolina charges its students $45 per
!"l'm<•st.t•r for athletic fees which will go toward
making a $1 million budget.
All i·omparisons aside, the UCF athletic program has a lot of work to do, and a long way to
go.
Looking towards the future for UCF athletics
financially. much is up in the air. Although the
deficit situation is being alleviated, it will be
some time before the program will be in the
black.
Enrollment figures are not rising as had been
forecasted, and the funds which had been expected to come from students· fees are not. It is
likl'lv t liat this ·trend will continue according to
curr~nt trends. And student fees make up the
1argest part. of the total budget.
Administrator-., are hoping that this shortfall
can hl' made up in the same way it was this year.
Wn1 k hv hoostf>rs will bf:' most important. The
1)1 •!1<;ters · · <:ia1 ccrashers · · fundraiser netted
mc1:--I qf l.twn t onlributions and other types of
lar~<·-~< :.it• pr11~ranrn are in t.he works.
-W ~nda Srhulman
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Facilities here continue to expand
A
$10
Currently under construction is the
million
second phase of the three-phase
fieldhouse/ a- athletic complex. The comple.x ,
rena to be sheduled for completion in the spring
situated on of 1986, will be used as office space
the
UCF for the football coaching staff. This
campus and will create more room in the already
used for in- crowded athletic building.
tercollegiate
sports as
UCF master plan for the year 2000
well as commencement exercises, con- also shows Qther proposed projects.
c~rts and conventions is scheduled for
These include an enclosed football
completion in 1989.
practice field, a 12,000-seat track and
The building, which would hold field stadium and a 120,000 square
· about 7,000 spectators, is just the foot recreational services/physical
beginning of UCF's sports facility ex- education building.
pansion, according to Art Zeleznik,
Drake and Western Carolina
assistant athletic director.
"We need that (expansion) to con- Universities, two other schools with
tinue to improve our sports athletic programs similar to UCF's,
both have arenas and football
program,'' Zeleznik said.
UCF's expansion of sports facilities stadiums on their campuses.
would bring the university up to par
with other universities that have .
Drake University, which has an
similar athletic programs.
enrollment of 6,500, has a football
One such university is Georgia stadium located on campus that holds
Southern.
18,000. There is also an on-campus
According to Tim Crosby of the ' fieldhouse which seats 2,000 and is
Georgia Southern sports information used for the women 's basketball and
department, Hanner Fieldhouse, volleyball teams. The men's basketlocated on the campus, holds abo~t ball team plays at the 11,000-seat
6 000 spectators and is used primari- civic center auditorium located in
l; for men 's and women's basketball. downtown Des Moines, Iowa.
Goergia Southern, which has an
Western Carolina University 's
enrollment of about 9,200, also has an
18,000-seat football stadium directly athl~tic facilities are all situated on
adjacent to its campus, something the university's campus. Reid Gymnasium, where the basketball teams
UCF does not have.
"If we were drawing 75,000 people play, has a seating capacity of 3,500.
every game, we would have a reason The university, which has an enrollto think about a stadium," said John ment of 6,600, also sports an
Goree, vice president of business af- 8,000-seat football stadium and a
fairs. UCF currently re.n ts Orlando fieldhouse where the athletic offices
Stadium on a per-game basis.
are located. Ramsey Center, an
Accorq,ing to Goree, the fieldhouse 8,000-seat auditorium, is expected to
is the next addition to UCF's be completed in the spring of 1986.
facilities. It would be home for the
Zeleznik summed up the feeling
men's basketball team as well as the
women's basketball and volleyball throughout the UCF athletic departteams. The planned location for the . ment: "We're excited about our abilifieldhouse is along Alafaya Trail bet- ty to be able to expand. It's real."
ween University Boulevard and Cen-Adam Chrzan
tral Florida Boulevard.

UCF Football
History
1979
6-2~0

Division Ill
Don Jonos

1980
Division Ill

4-4-1

Don Jonas

1981
Division II
Sam Weir

4-6-0

1982
0-10-0

Division JI

Som Weir

1983
5.-6-0

Division fl
Lou Sobon

1984
Division

u

2-9-0

Lou Sobon/Jerry Anderson

1985
Division II

4-7-0

Gene McDowell

Photo courtesy of Georgia Southern College

Georgia Southern's football stadium holds l.8,000 fans and is adjacent to the 9,000:.student school's campus.

Photo courtesy of The Orlando Sentinel

Orlando Stadium, home of the Fighting Knights, holds 50,050 fans
and is located several miles from campus. Long-range plans call
for the construction of a football stadium on campus.

•

Athletic program typical of many
pall.
The
Western Carolina finished a 4-6-1
histories of
four univer- season in their 51st year of football.
sities
il- They have an established program
lustrate the which has experienced several suehigh points . cessful years.
and dismal
Although Drake University was at
moments of one time a Division I football
college
powerhpuse their football program has
athletics.
just been dropped after two successive
A look at UCF, Georgia Southern, 4-7 seasons and high financial losses. It
Drake and Wes tern Carolina shows a will return in 1987 as a Division III
history of sQccessful teams and teams team.
that had less than average success.
In men's basketball, under coach
The most prominent factor of most "Torchy" Clark, the Knights compiled
athletic programs is the football team. a 277-89 record. Since moving to DiviAt UCF, the football team started in sion I last year, the Knights are 10-19.
Division III. Under Coach Don Jonas, ·
At Georgia Southern, the men's
the Knights compiled a 10-6-1 record. squad is coming off a 24-5 record and a
Since moving to Division II, the - Trans-American Athletic Conference
Knights have had four head coaches Championship. The Golden Eagles
and a unimpressive 15-38 record over have been participating in the NCAA
five years. The Knights plan to move to Division I-AA playoffs. Since Frank
Division I-AA in the near future.
Kerns took over as coach in 1981, GSU
Of the other schools, the Georgia has not had a losing season.
Southern football program has had the
Western Carolina, in business since
most successful program of the three. 1945 in men's basketball, has no't had a
GSU set a new school record with nine losing year since the 1979 season.
wins for the 1985 season, and they were
The Drake program, started in 1906,
ranked ninth in a recent Division I-AA has a record of 63-76 oyer the past five
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years.
In other sports, UCF's women's
basketball team has come off three consecutive 20 plus win seasons, although
the outlook for this year is not as promising. The volleyball . team at ·ucF
won a national championship in 1978
with a record of 55-0.
UCF has also achieved prominence
with their men's and women's soccer
teams; both of whom have been ranked
in the past two years ..
At the other schools, Georgia
Sou them' s baseball team won 40
games and a Trans-American Athletic
Conference crown.
Western Carolina's baseball team
won the Southern Conference Championship. Between 1951 and 1980 they
had a 406-283 record. The women's
basketball team at WCU has an overall
record of 264-169. The women's
volleyball team at WCU has had only
three losing seasons since 1973.
Drake has a strong women's basketball-- program, with a 120-35 record.
Their volleyball team, however, · has
just come off an 0-28 record.
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· · Chris Rfohcreek
This special section was produced by The Central Florlda
Future. The non-prollt newspaper serves the University ol
Central Florido/Orlando. Its area campuses. and Orange,
Seminole. Volusia, and Brevard counties.
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